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Pavel Masek, Zhaleh Sadreddini, Tugrul Cavdar and Jiri Hosek
Abstract—The lack of available radio spectrum and inefficiency
in its usage necessitate a new communication paradigm requiring
to exploit the existing spectrum opportunistically. One of the
perspective spectrum sharing methods, which is currently under
a heavy investigation by academia and industry as well across
whole Europe, is called Licensed Shared Access (LSA). This novel
technology allows for controlled sharing of spectrum between
an original owner (primary user, incumbent) and a licensee
(secondary user), such as the mobile network operators (MNOs),
which coexist geographically. Despite certain benefits, there are
still several issues to be solved before the LSA framework will
be implemented in commercial infrastructure. One of them is
the need to move secondary users (SUs) from the rented LSA
band whenever the incumbent needs it. The potential solution
for this problem is represented by spectrum handoff, which
aims to help SUs to vacate the occupied licensed spectrum
and find suitable network resources to resume the unfinished
transmissions somewhere else in order to keep SUs satisfaction
in terms of quality of experience (QoE) at negotiated quality
of service (QoS) level. Inspired by this, we propose a decision
making model considering several SUs attributes (RSSI, RSRP,
RSRQ, SINR) in order to efficiently implement the handoff
procedure and treat SUs to maximize total service time, spectrum
utilization and SUs’ satisfaction. As an input for our simulation
model, we have used the set of measurements performed in real
3GPP LTE-A indoor cellular system located at Brno University
of Technology, Czech republic. Our achieved simulation results
evaluate the spectrum utilization of three 3GPP LTE-A cells
and provide the total service time for each active SU, while
different values of primary user’s activity ratio are considered for
each cell. Authors would like to recall that this paper represents
extended version of their previously published work at TSP 2017
conference.
Index Terms—Cellular communications, Decision making
model, LSA framework, Spectrum handoff.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the last decades, radio spectrum has transformed into
a critical resource from the economic, cultural and societal
A preliminary version of this paper has been presented at the 2017
40th International Conference on Telecommunications and Signal Processing
(TSP) [1].
P. Masek, and J. Hosek are with the Department of Telecommunications,
Brno University of Technology, Czech Republic. They are also with Peoples’
Friendship University of Russia (RUDN University), Miklukho-Maklaya St,
Moscow, 117198, Russian Federation.
Z. Sadreddini is with Faculty of Communication, Giresun University,
Giresun, Turkey.
T. Cavdar is with the Department of Computer Engineering, Karadeniz
Technical University, Trabzon, Turkey.
Research described in this paper was financed by the National Sustainability
Program under grant LO1401. For the research, infrastructure of the SIX
Center was used. The research described in this paper was financed by the
Ministry of Interior of Czech Republic project No. VI20162018007. The
publication was prepared with the support of the ”RUDN University Program
5-100”.
Manuscript received October 27, 2017; revised December 18, 2017.
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points of view. Its scarcity has proven to be a major issue across particular frequency ranges, spanning 100 MHz to
6 GHz, with desired propagation characteristics for a wide
range of non-mobile spectrum users (e.g., military, radar, TV
broadcasting, medical and event production, etc) [2]. With
respect to spectrum management, several concepts have been
developed and deployed over the years [3], [4], [5].
With more dynamic spectrum management, the expensive
frequency bands could be shared between different stakeholders flexibly, as opposed to exclusive use of licensed
spectrum. This may go far beyond opening up unlicensed
frequencies for collective uncontrolled use and promises to
unlock the much needed additional bandwidth that is currently
employed sparsely by its existing incumbents. It can also
improve the utilization of presently allocated spectrum across
its various dimensions (space, time, frequency), which is
essential to support the throughput-hungry 5G applications. To
this effect, powerful spectrum sharing technologies emerged
recently, such as LTE in unlicensed spectrum (LTE-U), License
Assisted Access (LAA), MulteFire, Citizens Broadband Radio
Service (CBRS), and Licensed Shared Access (LSA). In [6],
the joint optimization of user-to-base station (BS) association
together with the time-frequency resource block (RB) and
power allocation in heterogeneous networks (HetNets) are
discussed. The proposed algorithm in the time-sharing and
the non-time-sharing use-cases allows the RBs to be reused
opportunistically. One of the most important functionality of
the spectrum management is spectrum handoff (so-called spectrum mobility) [7], [8]. The spectrum handoff is implemented
to make a facility for SUs in terms of reducing the denial-ofservice (DoS).
Spectrum handoff is needed, when the primary users (PUs)
request access to their own licensed band, which has been
rented and occupied by the active secondary users (ASUs). In
this case, the secondary users (SUs) are forced to vacate the
spectrum. In such situation, to avoid a DoS state of SUs, the
spectrum handoff procedures can help SUs to find idle frequency channels to resume their unfinished data transmission.
Selected strategies of the handoff using a channel hopping
technique for single-interface devices are mentioned in [9],
[10]. At the same time, the protocol design needs to deal with
new concerns that result from the use of multiple channels.
Going further, in [11], a variety of techniques for both
single- and multiple-interface devices is considered. Further,
the spectrum handoff mechanisms can be categorized as either
the proactive-decision or reactive-decision spectrum handoff
[11]. In the proactive-decision spectrum handoff, the suitable
channels for future spectrum handoffs are determined before
the data connection is established. As an input for the decision,
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the connection parameters collected during long-term observations are utilized. Then, the secondary user can immediately
change to the predetermined target channel, whenever it is
required [12], [13].
In [14], various handoff strategies are classified into four
models: (i) non-handoff, (ii) pure reactive, (iii) pure proactive,
and (iv) hybrid handoff strategy. A qualitative comparison of
these models is made with particular focus on the handoff
latency performance metric. The analysis of handoff latency
factors shows that pure proactive handoff strategy has the
lowest handoff latency, while hybrid handoff and pure reactive handoff strategies have moderately long handoff latency.
In [15], authors have proposed a PRP M/G/1 queuing network
model to characterize the spectrum usage behavior with multiple handoffs. Another work [16] presents two approaches
how to design the system parameters for the probabilitybased spectrum decision schemes and evaluate the latency
performance of different spectrum handoff schemes. Further
in [17], the adaptive handoff scheme based on Markov model
is proposed. This model firstly allows an SU to decide whether
to stay and wait on current channel or to perform handoff.
Then, in case of handoff, an SU intelligently shifts between
proactive or reactive handoff modes based on primary use (PU)
arrival rate. Authors in [18] present a performance evaluation
and comparative analysis of the proposed Feedback Fuzzy
Analytical Hierarchical Process (FFAHP) together with six
more algorithms of decision making used for the vertical
handoff in cognitive radios. These algorithms utilized the
multiple-criteria decision making (MCDM) method.
All above mentioned works are related to the spectrum
handoff. However, none of them pay attention to Quality of
Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE) in term of user
satisfaction. Therefore, in this paper, we detail our proposed
decision based model for the spectrum handoff in order to
optimize the spectrum utilization and in addition to increase
SUs’ satisfaction while mitigating the DoS. We focus in detail
on the modeling technique and performance analysis of the
proactive-decision spectrum handoff scheme [11]. The obtained data from simulator is further analyzed against the real
measurements performed in LTE-A indoor deployment [19].
In our proposed model, we consider 3GPP LTE-A deployment
featuring the LSA concept as a new innovative framework, that
enables more efficient usage of available frequency bands by
allowing coordinated shared access to licensed spectrum [3],
[5]. The whole mobile system is composed of three cells (band
17; 700 MHz; FDD), where the spectrum utilization is being
continuously analyzed.
In this work, we investigate one specific stage of LSA
operation, when the spectrum owner (PU) requests the spectrum back and therefore the handoff of SUs needs to be
done in order to avoid ASUs’ service interruption and so
keep user satisfaction and cells’ performance (data throughput)
at negotiated QoS level. There are two key questions to be
answered at the beginning of each handoff procedure: (i) are
there any under-utilized spectrum resources (USRs), where
the ASUs can be reallocated and (ii) which ASU should be
handoff. To solve the first task, a regular analysis of available
spectrum is required. To decide about the second, i.e., which
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ASUs needs to reallocated to substitute spectrum, we consider
a variety of ASUs attributes (see Section III).
The main goal of our simulations was to evaluate spectrum
utilization of examined 4G cells and calculate the total service
time for each ASU, while considering spectrum handoff in
case of different PU’s activity ratio [20] for each cell.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the utilized 3GPP LTE-A testbed. Following Section III describes our proposed system model with respect to
the spectrum handoff in next-generation (5G) mobile networks.
Next, in Section IV, the obtained simulation results are revealed in detail. Finally, the conclusions are given in the last
Section V.
II. U TILIZED 3GPP LTE DEPLOYMENT
The prototype was developed within the 3GPP LTE deployment (see Fig. 1) which is located at BUT, Czech Republic.
The LTE core is a fully-operational cellular infrastructure. The
described LTE testbed is utilized for the purposes of research
and education and its essential modules are listed in Table I.
TABLE I: Main components of our experimental 3GPP LTE
deployment
Core units

Components

Description

EPC

UGW (SGW, PGW)
MME
HSS

Fully redundant 10 Gbps links.
Interface mirroring for probebased analysis.

IMS

IMS-HSS
ENUM / DNS
S-CSCF / MRFC
P-CSCF / A-SBC
MRFP

IMS core + RCS,
Enables VoLTE,
Public Safety Answering Point,
Additional HSS,
Full redundancy.

The installed experimental LTE-A (Release 10) network,
see Fig. 1, stands for a complete commercial-grade implementation of all crucial subsystems including contemporary
4th generation mobile networks. Radio access network (RAN)
comprises of two eNodeBs and one Home eNodeB. Indoor
eNodeBs are divided into two elements: (i) Baseband unit
(BBU), and (ii) Remote radio unit (RRU). As a eNodeB unit,
the Huawei DBS3900 (fourth generation indoor macro base
station) is utilized. It comprises of (i) BBU3900 (management
logic for eNodeB e.g., mobility management of modulation
techniques in base band), and (ii) RRU (modulation of used
frequency). eNodeB 1 composes two cells (Cell A and Cell
B) working in the band 17 (originally the AT&T band in US,
700 MHz). eNodeB 2 manages three cells (sectors) working
at separated frequencies 700 MHz, 2600MHz (these two are
indoor pico-cells), and outdoor 1800 MHz (not depicted in the
figures). Next, the WiFi access points (APs) are incorporated
(WiFi radio access network) together with the LTE cells in the
network. APs, operating in ISM bands (2.4 GHz and 5 GHz),
provide the possibility to use packet-switched data services as
VoIP or VoLTE (Voice over LTE).
For testing the upcoming technologies, the evolved packet
core (EPC) enables the possibility to access the RAN part of
the LTE network up to 100,000 terminals (end-users). Following the recommendations given by Czech telecommunication
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Public Network / Operator's Cloud
Firewall
EPC

P-GW

S-GW

IMS

MME

RAN - Frequency 700MHz
eNB#2

eNB#1

(ii) LSA licensees, and (iii) MNO1 .
 Incumbent (PU) has its rights to spectrum formalized or
licensed during the process of establishing the sharing
arrangement. The PU must adhere to the terms and
conditions of its licensee / access rights.
 LSA licensee (SU) is granted to use spectrum resources
that can be in long term period of time. While using
the rented spectrum, the SU must adhere to the license /
contract conditions with incumbent.
A. Spectrum Handoff Functionality
The system model of proposed handoff procedure together
with the interaction between PUs and SUs is shown in Fig. 2
and in Fig. 3.

eNB#3

Start

PU sensing
UE#1

UE#n
UE#2

USR
Availability

Fig. 1: Test 3GPP LTE-A deployment: structure and main
modules of trialled mobile system.

III. S YSTEM M ODEL
The constant growth in mobile data traffic indicates that
MNOs will no longer be able to meet this demand with
their legacy approach on mostly fixed management of licensed
spectrum [21]. Therefore, to increase the capacity of future
cellular systems, the spectrum, as limited resource, needs to
be handled more efficiently. In this paper, a decision-based
spectrum handoff model enabling better spectrum utilization
and in addition increasing SUs’ satisfaction is proposed. In
order to mimic real conditions as much as possible, during our
work, we utilize a full-fledged mobile network at Brno University of Technology (BUT), Czech Republic, which offers an
excellent example of a contemporary 3GPP LTE-A (Release
10) target system since this deployment has been recently
complemented by the LSA framework [19], [22]. Setting up
an LSA arrangement involves three parties: (i) incumbent,
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No updates
LPU(tk)

No
Spectrum Handoff Functionality

office, the TX power for indoor cells was set to 1 W (30 dBm)
and the provided data rates are up to 33 Mbps for downlink and
up to 13 Mbps for uplink channel. On the top of that, the QoS
and QoE techniques are implemented for served terminals.
This full-featured LTE testbed accommodates our research
and educational purposes by allowing full access to the experimental 4th generation cellular network in order to obtain
deeper understanding of its operation principles as well as
to open the door to rapid and efficient prototyping of new
wireless technology, as D2D communication or data offloading
techniques.
While working on our intended trial setup, several modifications had to be done in the given LTE network – most
frequently regarding the firewall policy and default configuration of the IP Multimedia System (IMS) part.

Yes

Normalization of
ASUs attributes in
the LASU(tk)

Update LASU(tk)

Calculation of
Handoff Ratio
(HR) for each
ASUs in the
LASU(tk)

Handoff ASU
with high HR

Fig. 2: Proposed system model of handoff procedure.
Firstly, the SU requesting the spectrum access (RSU) sends
its request to MNO at tk . Then, MNO checks the USRs’ status
at tk , whether there is any USR or not [23]. If there is any
available spectrum in the requested time slot, the RSU request
will be accepted and its status will be changed to ASU. The
ASU can get a service till there is enough USRs for both
(i) sensed PU, and (ii) ASUs. If there is no available USR
for the sensed PU, the case that is considered for the ASU
spectrum handoff is described as follows
0 ≤ U SR(tk ) < |LP U (tk )|,

(1)

1 LSA spectrum sharing framework enables spectrum sharing by allowing
at least two users, the PU (i.e., current holder of spectrum rights (mobile
operator)) and SU (i.e., temporary user of spectrum).
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where U SR(tk ) shows the number of underutilized spectrum
resources during the time slot tk and |LP U (tk )| shows the
number of sensed PUs at tk [23]. According to the |LP U (tk )|,
MNO should handoff some ASUs following the list of ASUs
LASU (tk ) = {ASUj = (RSSIj , RSRPj , RSRQj , SIN Rj )
|1 ≤ j ≤ α(tk ), 1 ≤ k ≤ Φ},
(2)
where Φ = T × 60, the interval between each time slot, is
simulated for 60 seconds, where T shows the latest time slot
of the simulation process.
In the next step, according to Fig. 3, RSU1 checks the USR
status at t2 . If there is an USR at t2 available, RSU1 gets
a service and his status is changed to ASU1 . This situation
will continue till t3 , when PU requests the spectrum back and
ASU1 is handoffed to another USR (frequency band). After
the PU finishes the transmission, another spectrum handoff
occurs till t13 .

handoff increases); the detailed description of mentioned attributes is given below








Transmission power

PUs
PUs
PUs

ASU 1

PUs

ASU 1

PUs

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13
Time slots

RSSI – Received Signal Strength Indicator: This parameter stands for a value that is crucial to determine if RSU
has enough signal strength to get a demanded mobile
connection.
RSRP – Reference Signal Received Power: RSRP is a
RSSI type of measurement, as follows there are some
definition of it and some details as well.It is the power of
the LTE Reference Signals spread over the full bandwidth
and narrowband. A minimum of -20 dB SINR (of the SSynch channel) is needed to detect RSRP/RSRQ.
RSRQ – Reference Signal Received Quality: Quality
considering also RSSI and the number of used Resource
Blocks (N )RSRQ = (N × RSRP )/RSSI measured
over the same bandwidth. RSRQ is a C/I type of measurement and it indicates the quality of the received reference
signal. The RSRQ measurement provides additional information when RSRP is not sufficient to make a reliable
handover or cell reselection decision.
SINR – Signal-to-Noise Ratio: is a measure of signal
strength relative to background noise.

In the procedure of handoff, the LTE specification provides
the flexibility of using RSSI, RSRP, RSRQ, SINR or all of
them. Regarding to the normalization of each attribute, it
is needed to decide about benefit or cost (priority) type of
attributes in handoff functionality. On the other hand, SINR
stands for the benefit type i.e., whenever the SINR increases,
the probability of the ASU handoff also rises.
After the normalization of the three cost types and one
benefit type [24], the handoff ratio (HR) is calculated as
follows

RSU1 status has been changed to ASU1
ASU1 release the spectrum resources
Under-utilized Spectrum Resources
Utilized spectrum resources by ASU1
Spectrum handoff
Arrival of RSU 1

Arrival of PUs

Departure of ASU1

Fig. 3: Proposed system model of handoff procedure – detailed
illustration.
B. Decision-based Functionality
In this sub-section, the proposed decision-based spectrum
handoff functionality is introduced. Following the condition
given in Eq. (1), there are ASUs in the network, who are
subjected at given time instance to state LASU (tk ) > 0. In this
case, the spectrum handoff is conducted for existing ASUs in
order to reconnect them to neighboring cells (with available
spectrum resources) to avoid DoS.
At the very beginning of the whole handoff process, key
ASUs attributes (RSSI, RSRP, RSRQ, and SINR) have to be
normalized. To this end, we need to decide about benefit or
cost (priority) of each attribute in handoff functionality. In case
of our implementation, the RSSI, RSRP, and RSRQ represent
the cost type (decreasing their value, the probability of ASU
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HRASU (tk ) =

|Cell|

!
i=1

!Celli

!

LASU

(tk ) |Criterion|

j=1

!
z=1

r(j, z) × α,

(3)

"Cell
where LASUi (tk ) represents the list of ASUs in specific Celli
at time instance tk and the |Criterion| is considered as 4
(equals to the number of selected attributes). The normalized
value of the attributes for each ASU is given as r(j, z); the
decision matrix is shown in Table. II where



n shows the number of ASUs in the LASU,
m is the |Criterion| = 4; while the proposed scheme
considers four criteria, the generality of the scheme
permits the extension to any number of criteria as m.

1
Finally, α is calculated as |Criterion|
; it proves same importance degree for SUs’ attributes. After the HR is obtained, the
ASUs with the highest HR are handoff to neighboring cell(s).
The normalized value of attributes for each ASU is given
as r(j, z) where in the decision matrix (Table. II), rij shows
the value of j − th criterion for i − th messages. In this case,
the Eq. 4 is considered.

m
!

(4)

αj = 1.

j=1
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Spectrum utilization before (Fig. 4a) and after (Fig. 4b) the implementation of the proposed handoff mechanism.
TABLE III: Simulation parameters

TABLE II: Decision matrix
List of ASUs

C1

C1

ASU1

r11

r12

ASU2

r21

r22

..
.

..
.

..
.

Criteria
···
Cj
···

r1j

···

···

r2j

..
.

..
.

Parameter

Value

Cm

3GPP LTE system baseline

Release 10

···

r1m

Division multiplexing

FDD

···

r2m

Number of cells

3

..
.

..
.

Frequency band

17 (700 MHz)

Bandwidth

5 MHz
0 dB

ASUi

ri1

ri2

···

rij

···

rim

Max. eNB power level

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

Min. eNB power level

-30 dB

Interference threshold

-85 dBm

Simulation time (θ)

[100] seconds

Total number of RBs (USR)

[25] RB

P UActivityRatio

[0.25; 0.85]

Base price (Pb )

100 mu/SB

ASUn

rn1

rn2

···

rnj

···

rnm

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
To adequately evaluate the proposed system model (see Section III), as an input for the developed simulation framework,
we used the data set obtained from the experimental 3GPP
LTE-A system located at Department of Telecommunications,
BUT, Czech Republic, which supports functionality of LTE
Release 10 communications system [25]. The LTE-A network
consists of three cells denoted as Cell 11 (ID1); Cell 12 (ID2);
Cell 22 (ID3). The total number of available resource blocks
(RBs) in each cell is 25 (devoted from the available 5 MHz
bandwidth) – see Table III where all simulation parameters
are listed.
Fig. 4a shows the spectrum utilization of the Cell 12 before
the proposed spectrum handoff mechanism is applied. Further,
the Fig. 4b represents the situation, where our proposed
spectrum handoff functionality takes place. In both cases, the
spectrum utilization depends on PUs’ activity ratio [0.25 –
0.85] during 100 time intervals. Also in both scenarios (Fig.4a
and Fig. 4b), the percentage of USRs obviously depends
on the PU’s activity. If we consider higher PUs’ activity
(0.85), spectrum utilization over the 100 % of usable spectrum
capacity is evident – i.e., in specific tk time slots, the case
given by condition 0 ≤ U SR(tk ) < |LP U (tk )| occurred and
some of the ASUs have to be disconnected from the network.
During the simulation, the mentioned condition has occurred
at t60 . At t60 , U SR(t60 ) = 5 and |LP U (t60 )| is sensed as 6.
Thus, one of the ASU in LASU should be handoffed. Table IV
shows the ASUs list at (t60 ) (LASUt60 ). There are 8 ASUs in
total and the values of the all four attributes for each ASU
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Criterion

RSSI

[-79; -63] dBm

RSRP

[-100; -30] dBm

RSRQ

[-10; -6] dBm

SINR

[1; 30] dB

are exist in the LASU (t60 ). According the HRASU (t60 ),
the suitable ASU will be selected; in this specific case, the
ASU74 is selected – where RSRP value is minimum among
all ASUs where RSRP ≤ −100 proves the 0% quality. If the
|LP U (t60)| was more than 6, the ASUs with High HR as
ASU56 , ASU92 would be handed-off, respectively.
TABLE IV:
(LASU (t60 ))
ASUID

History

Ratio

(HRASU (t60 ))

LASU (t60 )

of

ASUs

HRASU (t60 )

RSRP [dBm]

RSRQ [dB]

SINR [dB]

RSSI [dBm]

ASU8

-74

-7

30.00

-64

0.5156

ASU38

-75

-7

17.80

-64

0.4089

ASU30

-56

-7

30.00

-63

0.3875

ASU26

-44

-6

14.40

-63

0.1055

ASU74

-84

-8

19.80

-70

0.6399

ASU56

-63

-10

3.0

-79

0.6187

ASU92

-63

-10

3.0

-79

0.6187

ASU115

-62

-6

30.00

-63

0.3625

Following the proposed implementation of the spectrum
handoff (see Fig. 4b), some ASUs (originally selected to be
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rejected) can be handoffed to the neighboring cell instead
of facing the DoS issue. If we take a look at the spectrum
utilization with lower PU’s activity ratio (0.25), we can see
similar progression in both cases (Fig.4a and Fig. 4b). Finally,
the Fig. 5 details the spectrum handoff functionality for each
of the ASU in all utilized cells. In our work, we categorize
the ASUs as follows:
 ASUs with ID 7, ID 8, ID 9 (marked by blue color in
Fig.5) continue their service in Cell 11. Initial conditions:
ASU7 and ASU9 started their operation in Cell 22,
whereas ASU8 in Cell 12.
 ASUs (green color) with ID 4 and ID 5 have been handoffed to the Cell 12 after some ping pong handoff and
finally they have been continued in Cell 12.
 ASUs with ID 1 (originally located in Cell 11), ID 2
(located in Cell 12), ID 3 (originally located in Cell 12)
and ID 6 (originally located in Cell 12) continue their
operations in Cell 22 as shown by gray color in Fig. 5.
Each of the ASU has started service operation in different
time slot and based on the USRs situation, they had to
reallocated to another (neighboring) cell(s) e.g., ASU2 requests
the service connection at time instance t20 and gets the service
till t23 within the Cell 12. After t23 , ASU2 has been handoffed
to Cell 11. The ASU2 performs service in Cell 11 till t28 and
then has been handoffed to the Cell 22 till t37 .
We have also investigated the reason for inconsistencies in
spectrum handoff for several ASUs, which depend on PU’s
activity ratio. For instance, ASU8 does several handoffs at the
beginning of the service operation – therefore, we should focus
also on the overall system efficiency and complexity, which
leads us to the tradeoff between spectrum handoff and system
efficiency.

6

Fig. 6: Spectrum handoff situation for each ASU in coverage
of Cell 11.
one time. Only in case of ASUs with ID 4, 7, 9, 11, 15, 16
and 17, they have handoffed more than once. Although, this
is occurred for almost 40% of ASUs, we should take into
account that the PU activity is low. However, fluctuation can
be occurred continuously in peak-hours which is occurred for
ASU8 in Fig. 5. In this case, tradeoff between handoff and
DoS for ASUs should be considered. Finally, network operator
can handoff or deny ASU based on its attributes and number
of handoff procedures.
Spectrum Handoff status for each 9 ASU

3

2

1
40
30
20

Fig. 5: Spectrum handoff situation for each ASU in each of
the considered cells.
For the sake of clarity in terms of user satisfaction, stability
of spectrum utilization in each cell is illustrated in Fig. 6,
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for Cell 11, Cell 12 and Cell 22, respectively.
The point is that the the PU activity ratio has the direct effect
to the spectrum utilization and handoff times. Showing the
stability of the getting service in the same spectrum resources,
PU activity ratio is 0.25 in the all above mentioned figures
(Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8). Thus, handoff procedure does not
occurred continuously.
As it can be clearly seen in the in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,
most of the ASUs continue the data transmissions in the same
cell they started the service or they have handoffed just for

12

10

Time

0

8

9

16
14 15
13
12
10 11

ASU ID

Fig. 7: Spectrum handoff situation for each ASU in coverage
of Cell 12.
V. C ONCLUSION
This work accentuates the importance of the decision-based
spectrum handoff mechanism in real 3GPP LTE-A mobile system under LSA framework to leverage additional bandwidth
that may be lightly used by its original incumbents. To further
improve upon spectrum utilization in demanding 5G systems,
we focus on the emerging LSA framework for vertical sharing,
where the incumbent(s) and the licensee(s) operate over the
same geographical area by utilizing common frequencies in a
carefully controlled manner.
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3

2

1
10
18

5

Time [-]

17

0

ASU ID [-]

Fig. 8: Spectrum handoff situation for each ASU in coverage
of Cell 13.
In this work, we investigate one specific stage of LSA operation, when the spectrum owner (PU) requests the spectrum
back handoff procedure is occured. Therefore the handoff
of SUs needs to be done in order to avoid ASUs service
interruption and so keep user satisfaction (QoE) and cells’
performance (data throughput) at negotiated QoS level. There
are two key questions to be answered at the beginning of each
handoff procedure: (i) are there any under-utilized spectrum
resources (USRs), where the ASUs can be reallocated and
(ii) which ASU should be handed-off. To solve the first task,
a regular analysis of available spectrum is required. To decide
about the second, i.e., which ASUs needs to reallocated to
substitute USR, we consider a variety of ASUs attributes.
Based on the raised questions, we have created simulation
tool that was calibrated by data-set provided by 3GPP and
also data-set from our 3GPP LTE-A mobile network located
at BUT, Czech Republic. Obtained simulation results prove
that USRs are available, when the activity of the PU stagnates. Therefore, spectrum handoff mechanism can be applied
instead of ASUs’ denial-of-service. We have also carefully
analyzed the obtained results with respect to the spectrum
utilization for each of the examined cells within the 3GPP
testbed in off peak hours. In our future work, we will pay
attention to the implementation of the dynamic handoff system
and tradeoff between handoff and rejection of ASUs specially
in high PU activity ratio.
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Abstract—Virtualization is a fast-growing technology that is
being widely adopted to help improve network and datacenter
resource manageability and usage optimization. However, given
increasing deployments, new challenges are starting to arise,
e.g., such as management complexity. Hence in order to deliver
a higher degree of service provisioning flexibility, two key
technologies have attracted attention, namely network function
virtualization (NFV) and software defined networking (SDN).
The former enables the implementation of network functions
(NFs) via top-of-the-shelf commodity servers in datacenters. The
latter decouples the data and control planes, centralizing flow
rules definitions in a controller system to facilitate management
and routing. Although recent NFV studies have focused on
minimizing resource usage to satisfy a set of requested NFs,
they do not consider scenarios with limited resources. Hence
this paper presents an optimization-based solution for the joint
routing and placement of virtual NFs. In particular, the scheme
tries to maximize the number of satisfied requests as well
as well minimize routing and deployment costs. The model
also introduces weighting factors to allow operators to select
cost preferences. However findings indicate that the proposed
optimization solution can only be solved for smaller networks.
Hence a more scalable greedy heuristic scheme is also developed.
Index Terms—Greedy algorithm; integer linear programming
(ILP); network function virtualization (NFV).

N

I. I NTRODUCTION

ETWORK function virtualization (NFV) is a paradigm
that allows network functions (NFs) to be executed
on commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) commodity servers, e.g.,
such as firewalls, load balancers, address translation boxes,
etc. Namely, it decouples physical network devices from the
functions that run on them, allowing such functions to be
executed as software instances within datacenters. As such,
NFV reduces capital and operational expenses by replacing
embedded devices and facilitating the deployment and management of networking services [1].
Meanwhile, software defined networking (SDN) is being
widely adopted due to its dynamic traffic flow management
capabilities. This methodology decouples the data and control
planes, relegating decision-making capacity to a controlling
system called the SDN controller. As such, network control
becomes much more flexible, and the underlying infrastructure

A preliminary version of this paper has been presented at the 2017 40th
International Conference on Telecommunications and Signal Processing (TSP)
[7].
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can be reduced to a layer of programmable packet forwarding
devices. Namely, SDN controllers can build global network
views and directly compute traffic flow rules for routing
packets from source to destination nodes [2].
In general, NFV and SDN concepts have an orthogonal
relationship. However, even though these two paradigms do
not depend upon each other, they are still very complementary.
Namely, the former dynamically deploys NFs as software
instances, whereas the latter steers traffic to datacenters hosting
the desired NFs associated with a request. Now each service
request is comprised of a source and destination pair, a set
of requested NFs and a load rate. Hence a service provider
instantiates the pertinent NFs (associated with the network
services that are offered) in the datacenters and defines the
proper flow rules in the SDN controller(s). This procedure
helps establish the traffic flow between the source and the
destination. Now clearly each traffic flow must pass through
the datacenters hosting the requested NFs at the minimum
data rate requested. However, the sequence in which desired
functions are applied to a traffic flow is not considered here,
i.e., service function chaining (SFC).
To date, existing studies have focused on the minimization
of resources required for orchestration and placement of NFs
under the assumption that datacenters have infinite resources to
satisfy all requests [3], [4], [5], [6]. However, in resource constrained environments, the underlying physical infrastrurcture
may not be able to satisfy all requests, i.e., during periods
of heavy load or after large failure events. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, the only known work on NF placement
(to maximize the number of satisfied requests) in resourceconstrained environments is presented in [7]. However this
initial study does not consider link capacity constraints, link
load balancing, or weighting factor selection/adjustment.
In light of the above, this paper presents a novel integer
linear programming (ILP) solution for weighted joint routing
and placement of NFs, i.e., termed as the Minimized Link
Load ILP (MLL-ILP) scheme. The proposed scheme tries to
maximize the number of requested NFs, and also minimize
the deployment cost, routing cost and link load. Additionally,
the scheme implements weighting factors for all three minimization costs to allow operators to fine tune NF placement
and routing according to their operational needs. However, the
MLL-ILP formulation is still intractable for larger network
sizes. As a result, a greedy heuristic scheme is also developed
to improve scalability, i.e., termed as the Minimized Link Load
Greedy (MLL-GR) scheme.
This paper is organized as follows. First, Section II discusses
some related work on NF placement, and then Section III
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formulates the proposed ILP and heuristic algorithms. Next,
Section IV presents some detailed performance evaluation
results, and Section V highlights the overall conclusions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
As noted earlier, NFV is a very recent technology, the
first white paper on which was published by the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) in October
2012. However since then many researchers have studied the
NF placement problem. For example, Coen et al. [4] present
an ILP to minimize NF deployment cost, making use of
multiple approximation techniques. However, this work does
not consider routing costs. Following the minimization model,
Addis et al. [3] define an ILP scheme to reduce the number of
processors used to satisfy NF requests. However, this solution
can only be applied to a small number of instances due
to its complexity, i.e., high numbers of variables/constraints.
Focusing on heterogeneous Layer 1 networks, Xia et al.
[5] propose a method to minimize NF placement cost in
hybrid networks comprised of optical and electronic network
elements, i.e., optical-to-electronic and electronic-to-optical
conversion costs. As a complementary solution, the authors
also present a heuristic algorithm. Finally, Gebert et al. [6]
present a heuristic NF placement scheme to allow service
providers to optimize cellular coverage for large events.
However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the only
work which addresses the problem of maximizing the number
of requested NFs while minimizing infrastructure (node, link)
load and routing costs is presented in [7]. This technique
is particularly germane in scenarios where datacenters may
not have enough resources to satisfy all requests. Extending
upon this, the work herein proposes additional schemes that
incorporate link capacity constraints as well as load balancing.
Furthermore, the proposed solution can also be adapted to suit
provider needs. These flexible characteristics allows providers
to fine tune NF placement according to their requirements, i.e.,
both in terms of routing cost and NF deployment cost. Additionally, link capacity constraints and load balancing features
deliver a more realistic solution, i.e., since both physical node
and transmission link resources can be limited in real-world
settings. These solutions are now presented.
III. W EIGHTED J OINT ROUTING AND P LACEMENT OF NF S
As mentioned above, most NF placement schemes focus
on minimizing placement cost by assuming unlimited network
resources to satisfy all requests. Conversely, this paper looks at
resource-limited scenarios and proposes two schemes (MLLILP and MLL-GR) to maximize the number of satisfied
requests and reduce infrastructure and routing costs. Additionally, each cost has appropriately-defined weighting factors to
create an adaptive model. For example if a provider has limited
physical resources but sufficient link and routing capacity,
then deployment cost can be given higher preference. On
the other hand, if link capacities are lower and/or hops and
delay times are higher, then reduced routing costs may be
more favorable. Hence the proposed schemes allow providers
to achieve a proper tradeoff between deployment and routing
costs. Consider the details now.
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A. Optimization Model
The network topology is represented as a graph G = (V, E),
where V is the set of nodes and E the set of links. Each link
(i, j)∈E also has an associated cost cij and capacity bij , which
quantifies the cost of using that link and its link capacity,
respectively. Meanwhile, a subset of nodes D ⊆ V represents
the set of datacenters where NFs are implemented, and the set
of NFs is denoted by F . A given datacenter d∈D implements
a subset of functions Fd ⊆F . Furthermore, R represents the
set of requests. Namely, each request r∈R is characterized by
a 4-tuple (srcr , dstr , Fr , br ), which denotes the source and
destination nodes of the flow, the set of requested functions
Fr ⊆F , and the minimum available link capacity, respectively.
The customizable number of resource types is also denoted
by an integer m. For example, m=3 can refer to processor,
storage and memory. It is also assumed that a datacenter d∈D
has a finite amount of resources Wd ={wd,1 , wd,2 , ..., wd,m }.
Hence to implement a function i∈Fd , datacenter d∈D employs
i
i
i
wd,1
, wd,2
, ..., wd,m
resources. This resource requirement is
datacenter dependent, which reflects the fact that some datacenters may specialize in supporting certain functions. Also,
the setup cost of locating an instance of a function i∈Fd at
datacenter d is cid , and an instance of function i at datacenter d
can serve λid requests. In order to accommodate more requests,
multiple instances of function i can also be deployed at
datacenter d. However each instance will consume additional
resources and entails added setup cost.
Overall, the MLL-ILP objective function tries to maximize
the total number of satisfied NFs and is composed of four
terms weighted by their factors, i.e., w1 , w2 , w3 and w4 :
max F

=

w1

!!

!

r∈R i∈Fr d∈D|i∈Fd

−w3

xir,d − w2
! !

! !

cid ydi

d∈D i∈Fd

r∈R (i,j)∈E

cij lrij − αw4

(1)
The first term represents the total number of requested NFs.
Meanwhile the second term is the total cost to setup/deploy
NFs at the various datacenters. The third term is the total
routing cost, and the fourth term represents the maximum
overall link load. Note that the second, third and fourth terms
are negative, since maximizing a negative term is equivalent to
minimizing it [8], [9]. Also, the setup cost is directly related to
the number of satisfied functions and number of instances of
each function. Hence the second term (representing setup or
deployment cost) depends upon the number of NFs per request
and on how many datacenters are used to host these NFs. On
the other hand, the third and fourth terms (representing routing
and maximum link load costs, respectively) depend upon the
number of requests and number of links used. These latter two
terms are independent of the number of NFs and NF instances.
Next, Eqs. 2 to 12 list the complete set of model constraints:
xir,d

∈

{0, 1}
ydi

∈

r ∈ R, i ∈ Fr , d ∈ D|i ∈ Fd
Z+

d ∈ D, i ∈ Fd
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lri,j

∈

{0, 1} r ∈ R, (i, j) ∈ E
≥

0
!

xir,d

≤

ydi

≤

d∈D

xir,d
!

i
wd,j
ydi

≤

i∈Fd

!

r ∈ R, i ∈ Fr

r ∈ R, i ∈ Fr , d ∈ D|i ∈ Fd

(5)
(6)
(7)

d ∈ D, r ∈ R, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}

wd,j

xir,d

lrij −

(d,j)∈E

lrdj

!

lrji

j:(j,i)∈E

≥
!

r∈R

λid ydi

≤

r∈R

j:(i,j)∈E

1

(4)

(8)
!

!

≤1

α

3

xir,d

lri,j br

d ∈ D, i ∈ Fd

(9)



−1; i = dstr , srcr %= dstr
=
1; i = srcr , srcr %= dstr


0; otherwise. i ∈ V, r ∈ R
(10)
r ∈ R, i ∈ Fr , d ∈ D|i ∈ Fd (11)
≤

αbi,j

{i, j} ∈ E

(12)

The above constraints are now detailed further. Foremost,
variable xir,d in Constraint 2 indicates whether function i∈Fr
requested by request r∈R is implemented at datacenter d∈D.
Meanwhile, variable ydi in Constraint 3 represents the number
of instances of function i∈F at node d∈D. Variable lri,j in
Constraint 4 indicates whether link (i, j)∈E is used to route
traffic flow for request r∈R, i.e., it is binary. Also, Constraint
5 limits α between 0 and 1 since this variable represents
the highest link usage ratio, i.e., sum of all br using a link
(i, j)∈E divided by link capacity bi,j . Constraint 6 indicates
that a function i requested by request r is serviced by at
most one datacenter d. Since the objective of the ILP is to
maximize the sum of all variables xir,d (first term in Eq. 1), the
optimal solution will drive Constraint 6 to equality. Meanwhile
Constraint 7 states that if request r is assigned to function i
at datacenter d, then function i is located at d. Constraint
8 also states that the aggregate amount of type j resources
used by all functions instantiated at datacenter d is limited
by the total amount of resources wd,j ∈Wd , j∈{1, 2, ..., m}.
Similarly, Constraint 9 indicates that the total number of
requests for function i served at datacenter d is at most
the number of instances of i at d times the capacity λid of
an instance i. Meanwhile, Constraint 10 ensures necessary
flow conservation. Finally, Constraint 11 guarantees that if a
function i requested by request r is placed at datacenter d,
then the traffic flow will be routed through that datacenter.
Now one of the key goals of MLL-ILP is also to avoid link
overload or at least minimize link load. Therefore the fourth
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term in Eq. 1 introduces a link load minimization function
variable α, which is linked to Constraint 12. Namely, this
constraint checks if the sum of all links (i, j) used by a traffic
flow associated with request r times the load br demanded by
request r is bounded by the product of the link capacity bi,j
times α. As a result, traffic flows are associated with links that
have little/no load profile (higher available capacity).
Note that a non-link load balancing optimization scheme
can also be defined by eliminating α, i.e., α=0. This instance
is the same as the scheme presented in [7] and is termed as
the standard routing and placement ILP (STD-ILP) scheme.
B. MLL-ILP Complexity
Since the objective function and all constraints are linear,
and all variables are either integer or binary, the MLL-ILP
problem is NP-hard [10]. Furthermore, the complexity of
MLL-ILP can be determined by the number of variables that
the scheme utilizes. Namely, the number of variables xir,d , ydi
and lri,j , given by Constraints 2, 3 and 4 is upper-bounded by
|R||F ||D|, |F ||D| and |R||E|, respectively. Also, Constraint 5
refers to a single variable, α. Hence the upper-bounds for the
number of variables in Constraints 6, 7, 8 and 9 are |R||F |,
|R||F ||D|, |R||D||Wd | and |F ||D|, respectively. Meanwhile,
the upper-bounds on variable counts for Constraints 10 and
11 are |V ||R| and |R||F ||D|. Also, the upper-bound for
Constraint 12 is |V ||R|+1. Hence the upper-bound for the total
number of variables is dominated by the product |R||F ||D|.
Now in general it is very difficult to pre-define limits on the
number of requests or functions to ensure ILP convergence.
However for small to medium network topologies, the proposed ILP can still be solved in a reasonable amount of time,
i.e., low hundreds of nodes.
C. MLL-GR Heuristic
Although the MLL-ILP approach can provide an optimal
placement solution, its scalability is limited for large/complex
scenarios with many variables. It is here that heuristic schemes
can be developed to provide non-optimal solutions. Now a
broad range of strategies are available here, i.e., such as genetic
algorithms, particle swarm optimization, simulated annealing,
greedy heuristics, etc. Accordingly, the latter approach is
chosen here to solve the NF placement problem for larger
network sizes, as shown in Fig. 1.
Overall, the proposed heuristic scheme implements a twostage solution. Namely, given a graph and input parameters
(akin to MLL-ILP; source, destination, set of NFs and minimum link capacity), the algorithm returns the values for
variables xi , r, d, ydi , lri,j and α. Foremost, the first stage of the
algorithm in Fig. 1 (lines 4-15) places the NFs at datacenters
to reduce deployment cost. For each function i requested by
r∈R, the scheme selects the datacenter dk that implements i
with the lowest setup cost (and at the same time has sufficient
resources to host upcoming requests, line 8). Once a NF is
placed, the resources at datacenter dk are updated accordingly
as follows: if there is an instance of NF i at datacenter dk with
enough instance capacity to satisfy request r, the remaining
capacity is decremented by 1. Otherwise, if there is no instance
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of i to serve request r, another instance is created at cost
cidk . Either way, the available resources wdk ,j (j=1, 2, ..., m,
where m is the number of resources) at dk are reduced by
wdi k ,j (line 9). Each newly-created instance can serve λidk -1
requests. Carefully note that serving a request does not incur
any cost, i.e., only new instantiations of i do. Additionally, for
each new instance of i, the total number of instances ydi k at
dk are incremented by 1 (line 10) and for each deployed NF,
xir,dk is set to 1 (line 11). To conclude NF placement (first
stage), datacenter dk is also added to the subset of datacenters
that serve request r, D(r).
Meanwhile, the second stage in Fig. 1 (lines 16-32) computes the shortest path between the source and destination
nodes that passes through all datacenters dk ∈D(r). Initially,
the algorithm connects the source node srcr to the first
datacenter d1 of D(r). In particular the constrained Dijkstra’s
shortest path algorithm is used here to compute the connection
route (line 22). This approach first verifies whether each link
has enough capacity to support the requested br . All variables
lri,j along the path are then set to 1 (line 23), and datacenter
d1 is also added to the subset C(r) (line 24). This subset
defines the datacenters that serve request r and are already
connected to their respective neighbors within the srcr and
dstr path. Now if there is another datacenter j∈D in the path
between src and dst, it is also added to C(r) (line 25). This
method avoids duplicate path computation for datacenters yet
to be analyzed in upcoming iterations. Before returning to the
beginning of the loop, the src variable is replaced by the
destination datacenter dst (line 27), which was initially set
to dk (line 20). At the top of the loop, dst is reset to the
next datacenter dk ∈D(r). Hence a shortest path is computed
between the previous destination and the following datacenter,
i.e., in the second iteration a path is computed between d1 and
d2 . In the two final steps, a shortest path is computed between
the last datacenter and the destination dst (line 30), and all
links lri,j within that traffic flow are set to 1 (line 31).
Akin to the STD-ILP scheme detailed at the end of Section
III-A, a non-load balancing greedy heuristic scheme is also
defined, i.e., α=0. Again this solution is similar to the approach
presented in [7] and is termed as the standard routing and
placement greedy (STD-GR) heuristic.

D. MLL-GR Complexity
The run-time complexity of the heuristic scheme is now
analyzed. Conceptually, the greedy algorithm tries to lower
complexity by finding the first acceptable solution. Therefore
in the first stage it selects the datacenter d that can implement
function i∈Fr at the lowest cost cid (line 8). Note that NF
placement here is done in a serialized manner, i.e., each NF
placement is independent of the following NFs requirements.
Meanwhile, the second stage of the heuristic has higher complexity, i.e., since link-weighted shortest paths are computed
between the datacenters and endpoints. To achieve this, the
routing cost is defined as the sum of the setup cost of all
links associated with a traffic flow and each respective link
capacity/request load ratio, as shown in Eq. 13.
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1: INPUT: G(V, E), cij ∀(i, j) ∈ E, R, F, D
2: OUTPUT: xir,d , ydi , lrij values
3: set xir,d = 0, ydi = 0, lrij = 0 for all r ∈ R, i ∈ Fr , d ∈
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

D, (i, j) ∈ E
{BEGIN FIRST STAGE}
for all r ∈ R do
D(r) = {}
k=1
for all i ∈ Fr do
dk = datacenter that implements i at minimum cost and
has enough resources to serve an additional request
update resources of dk
update ydi k
set xir,dk = 1
D(r) = D(r) ∪ dk
k =k+1
end for
end for
{END FIRST STAGE}
{BEGIN SECOND STAGE}
for all r ∈ R do
src = srcr
C(r) = {src}
for k = 1 to |D(r)| do
dst = dk
if dk ∈
/ C(r) then
SP = constrained Dijkstra(src, dst)
set lrij = 1 for all link (i, j) ∈ SP
C(r) = C(r) ∪ dk
C(r) ∪ j, for all datacenter j ∈ SP, j ∈ D(r)
end if
src = dst
end for
dst = dstr
SP = constrained Dijkstra(src, dst)
set lrij = 1 for all (i, j) ∈ SP
end for
{END SECOND STAGE}
return xir,d , ydi , lrij

Fig. 1: MLL-GR Algorithm

Fig. 2: NSF network topology

!

cij + br /bij

(13)

(i,j)∈E

Since the constrained Dijkstra algorithm is executed within
a double loop in Fig. 1, the second stage poses higher
complexity than the first stage. Hence the MLL-GR run-time
complexity is dominated by the second stage. In particular, this
stage is invoked |R||D| times, D(r)≤D. Assuming a binary
heap Dijkstra implementation complexity of O(|E|log|V |)
[10], the overall run time is of order O(|R||D||E|log|V |).
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(a) Average deployment cost for differing w1 and w2

(b) Average routing cost for differing w1 and w2

(c) Average deployment cost for varying w4

(d) Average routing cost for varying w4

Fig. 3: First testcase (weight selection)
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In order to evaluate the proposed NF placement schemes, a
realistic network topology and a set of metrics must be defined.
Hence the NSF topology is chosen here, as shown in Fig. 2.
This topology has 16 nodes, and it is assumed that each node is
also a datacenter. Three overall testcases are also defined and
tested here. In particular, the first testcase is used to perform
sensitivity analysis and fine tune the weighting factors to be
used in the second and third testcases. Meanwhile, the second
and third testcases are used to evaluate the proposed schemes
for varying physical and links resource levels. Specifically, the
second testcase, termed as an under-resourced scenario, uses
lower values for both datacenters and connectivity resources.
Meanwhile, the third testcase, termed as an highly-resourced
scenario, emulates settings with higher resources levels.
All testcases assume three different datacenter resources,
i.e., Wd ={wd,1 , wd,2 , wd,3 }, representing processor, memory
and storage. Namely, the first and second testcases set these
values to wd,1 =wd,2 =wd,3 =500 units, respectively. Meanwhile,
the third testcase sets all resource levels to 5,000 units.
Similarly, in the first and second testcases, all links capacities
are set to 1,000 units, for all ldi,j , where (i, j)∈E. Meanwhile,
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in the third testcase, these levels are increased to 10,000 units.
Finally, all other testcase values are defined as follows.
First, the function set F has five types, F ={f0 , f1 , ..., f4 }. The
i
required to implement a function
amount of resources wd,j
i
i∈Fd is also uniformly distributed between 30 ≤ wd,j
≤ 70
units. Meanwhile the setup cost of placing an instance of
function i∈Fd at datacenter d∈D is set to cid =50. The instance
capacity λid of a function i at datacenter d is also set to 2. It
is also assumed that the set of functions Fd implemented by
a datacenter d is comprised of all NFs i∈F . In other words,
Fd =F . Finally, each request r requests four NFs, namely Fr
is randomly selected from F (Fr ⊆F ).
A. Weighting Factors Selection
Proper selection of the weighting factors for each term in
the objective function, Eq. 1, is crucial for effective NF placement. Therefore the first challenge is to evaluate the impact
(sensitivity) of these factors in order to maximize the number
of satisfied requests, w1 , and minimize the deployment, routing
and link load costs, i.e., w2 , w3 and w4 , respectively.
Now recall that the first term in Eq. 1 represents the
number of satisfied NFs, which is typically a small value.
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(a) Number of satisfied NFs

(b) Deployment cost

(c) Average deployment cost

(d) Number of links

Fig. 4: Second testcase (under-resourced): request batch size 30
Meanwhile, the other terms represent costs with negative
values (minimization). Hence it is imperative to assign a
higher value to w1 . Therefore sensitivity analysis has to be
done for the other weight values, i.e., w2 , w3 and w4 . Now
the deployment cost (second term) relates to the number of
satisfied NFs i and their respective costs. Hence deploying
multiple NFs in the same datacenter reduces the deployment
cost of each instance capacity, λid , at a datacenter. On the other
hand, the routing cost (third term) and the link load cost (fourth
term) are associated with the number of links determined for
each traffic flow. Although both of these costs are related to
the number of hops, minimizing link load cost can result in
longer paths. Clearly this trade-off needs to be studied further.
In general, deployment and routing costs are associated
with a number of variables, i.e., up to |D||F | and |R||E|,
respectively. Hence increasing one of these minimization term
factors minimizes the associated overall cost. However this
approach may also increase the other costs. Accordingly, Figs.
3a and 3b show the trade-off between deployment and routing
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costs. Namely, for the first testcase, Fig. 3a compares the
deployment cost for different values of w2 and w3 . Overall, a
larger routing cost weight (w3 =10) gives increased deployment
costs, whereas a larger deployment cost weight (w2 =10) results
in lower deployment cost. Next, Fig. 3b shows that higher
routing cost weights result in lower routing cost and higher
deployment cost. Finally, the link load minimization term
(fourth term) only has a single variable α (ranging from 0
to 1). Therefore w4 can be used as a balancing factor to
select between one of the other two minimization terms, i.e.,
deployment or routing. Additionally, w4 introduces increased
sensitivity due to its decimal value (greater range). Note that
this fourth term is also directly related to the third term, i.e.,
routing cost, since both use variables ldij and br . Therefore
minimizing α reduces routing cost and increases deployment
cost. Furthermore, increasing w4 decreases routing cost and
increases deployment cost.
Next, to demonstrate the effect of varying w4 , an empirical
methodology is deployed where two different values are used,
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(a) MLL-ILP and STD-ILP

(b) MLL-GR and STD-GR

Fig. 5: Third testcase (highly-resourced): Number of satisfied NFs for request batch sizes from 1-40
i.e., w4 =10 and w4 =1, 000. Tests are then performed in order
to satisfy a number of requests, ranging from 1 to 20, i.e., 20
placement solutions with the values for w1 , w2 and w3 set
to 1, 000, 1 and 1, respectively. Here, Fig. 3c compares the
average deployment cost for both values of w4 , i.e., computed
as deployment cost/number of requests. Overall, these results
show that the two costs are very similar. However Fig. 3d also
shows that the average routing cost for w=10 is 2 to 4 times
larger than the routing cost for w4 =1, 000, i.e., computed as
routing cost/number of requests.
Overall, the maximum link load variable α can be used to
define the placement solution according to service provider
needs. For example, some may prefer placing NFs to reduce
deployment costs due to physical datacenter resource limitations. Meanwhile others may prefer to reduce routing cost due
to network link transmission constraints, i.e., low link capacity,
delay and management complexity, etc.

scheme (yellow) introduce negligibly higher deployment cost
(about 5%). However in terms of routing cost there is a huge
gap between the ILP (blue and yellow) and greedy heuristic
schemes (red and green), as shown in Fig. 4c. Namely, the
greedy heuristics yield about twice as much routing cost than
the ILP solutions. Clearly the latter are more efficient.
Note that the routing cost is directly related to the number
of links used. Along these lines, Fig. 4d also plots the number
of links associated with the deployed traffic flows. Again, there
is notable similarity between the routing costs (about 100%).
Additionally, for over 19 requests the MLL-ILP scheme starts
to stabilize, whereas the STD-ILP scheme maintains its linear
growth. Initially one may postulate that the MLL-ILP scheme
should use more links than the STD-ILP scheme since it
implements link load minimization. However, the MLL-ILP
solution tries to minimize routing cost, which is directly
related to link setup cost. Hence this scheme is more capable
of minimizing routing cost and the number of links as well.

B. Under-Resourced Scenarios (Second Testcase)
Based upon the above sensitivity analysis, the first three
weighting factors are set to w1 =1, 000 and w2 =w3 =1. All other
parameters are defined as per the start of Section IV. Now
the second (under-resourced) testcase assumes a total of 30
arriving requests. Fig. 4a plots the number of satisfied NFs for
this scenario and shows that all four schemes begin to drop
demands after 24 requests, i.e., due to resource limitations.
However, note that both the STD-ILP and STD-GR schemes
(yellow and green lines) fail to satisfy the 15th request due
to their inability to minimize link loads. Specifically, these
non-MLL schemes do not perform load balancing. Hence for
subsequent plots, results are only shown for up to 23 requests.
Now the next plot in Fig. 4b compares the deployment cost.
Clearly all schemes here yield very similar values (note STDILP and STD-GR drop to zero for request 15 since they cannot
satisfy the requested NFs). It is also noted that from request
19 and onwards, the MLL-ILP scheme (blue) and STD-ILP
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C. Highly-Resourced Scenarios (Third Testcase)
Most service providers deploy highly-resourced nodes in
order to achieve rapid demand scalability. Along these lines
the third testcase is designed to evaluate these scenarios.
Foremost, initial tests are done to determine if all four schemes
are appropriate for this type of network scenario, e.g., to
differentiate between the MLL and STD schemes. Namely,
Fig. 5a compares the two ILP schemes with regards to the
number of satisfied NFs (for request batch sizes ranging from
1-40 requests). Here it is seen that the STD-ILP scheme fails to
satisfy requests 11, 13 and 38 (unlike the MLL-ILP scheme).
Equivalent results for the greedy heuristics in Fig. 5b also
show that the STD-GR scheme fails to satisfy the above-noted
requests as well (unlike the MLL-GR scheme). These findings
clearly indicate that schemes which do not minimize link load
exhibit higher blocking rates (by approximately 5 to 7.5%),
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(a) MLL schemes deployment costs

(b) MLL schemes routing costs

Fig. 6: Third testcase (highly-resourced): MLL costs for request batch sizes from 1-40
even in such high-resourced testcases. In light of this, further
tests are only done for the MLL-based schemes.
Fig. 6a plots overall deployment costs and confirms similar
performance between the MLL-ILP and MLL-GR schemes.
Furthermore both schemes can satisfy up to 160 requested
NFs across 40 demands, i.e., 4 NFs per request. For example,
the average overall deployment costs are 1,649.3 and 1,569.2
for the MLL-ILP and MLL-GR schemes, respectively (MLLILP deployment cost is 5% higher than MLL-GR). However,
as Fig. 6b shows, the MLL-GR scheme gives much higher
routing costs, i.e., approximately 128% higher (average overall
routing costs are 982 and 2,221.5 for MLL-ILP and MLLGR, respectively). Similarly, the MLL-GR heursitic also uses
an average of 111 links to establish all traffic flows, whereas
the MLL-ILP scheme only uses 48.6 links, as shown in
Fig. 7. Finally, additional tests (not shown) are also done
with larger batch sizes of up to 60 requests. Overall findings
confirm successful placement of all NFs and the same relative
performance between the MLL-ILP and MLL-GR schemes.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
Network function virtualzation (NFV) is a new technology
that is helping reduce network management cost and complexity. Namely, this approach decouples network services
from embedded hardware devices, enabling the execution of
network functions as software instances on commercial-ofthe-shelf (COTS) systems. However, NFV-based deployments
pose new challenges of their own, including the network
function (NF) placement problem. As a result, various placement schemes have been proposed recently. However, most of
these studies focus on minimizing cost and assume that there
are adequate resources to satisfy all requests. Although some
efforts have looked at maximizing the number of satisfied NFs,
they have not considered link capacity constraints and link
load balancing. To address these concerns, this paper presentes
a novel integer linear programming (ILP) solution to jointly
route and place NFs, termed as the minimized link load ILP
(MLL-ILP) scheme. This strategy guarantees that a traffic flow
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Fig. 7: Third testcase (highly-resourced): Link usage
designated to satisfy a request has adequate bandwidth capacity, and it also minimizes link load. The MLL-ILP solution also
includes further provisions to allow service providers to select
between deployment and routing costs. However, owing to
ILP scalability concerns for larger networks, a greedy heuristic
algorithm is also proposed. Both strategies are evaluated for
a range of network testcases, including under-resourced and
highly-resourced scenarios. Overall findings confirm that the
optimization-based MLL-ILP approach gives notable routing
improvements over its heuristic counterpart for both scenarios.
However the deployment costs are very similar.
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Abstract—The world of Industrial IoT (Internet of Things)
generates different challenges for every company. For the small
and medium-size enterprises these challenges involve material and
special human resource constraints. For these enterprises, the
complex solutions may not be feasible due to financial reasons, so
individual solutions and individual IT support must be provided
for them. Still, generally accepted architectural principles,
protocols, data analysis solutions are available as building blocks
for solutions tailored for smaller enterprises.
In order to offer good examples for such individual solutions,
this paper presents various infocommunication technologies and
environment as a complex infrastructure background. This setup
has already been used in two different wood industrial companies
to improve the effectiveness of their productivity.
Index Terms—IoT, Industrial IoT techniques, sensors, energy
management

I.

INTRODUCTION

IoT, Industrial IoT, Industry 4.0, Big Data; we often meet
these expressions if we look into the processes and technical
implementations of the modern producing companies. In our
accelerated and digitized world, the pretension is getting bigger
to reduce the costs and make the production more efficient.
Sensors, various IT solutions and applications can help us in
this process. Today, these devices can measure everything and
digitally transmit the measured data, even without the
construction of a wired network. The different solutions process
the collected data and the results can be used to control
machines or to support managerial decisions.
Nowadays, the conception of Industry 4.0 is becoming
increasingly popular [1], which is a determining phase of the
industry’s development; this is why the present age is labeled
as the fourth industrial revolution. The information technology
and the automation domains closely interweave, and the result
appears in the most various production processes.
With the advent of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
and the Industry 4.0 concept [2], the usage of advanced
automation within various devices created the need for all sorts
of sensors in significant numbers. The data provided by sensors
do not only serve the above mentioned, efficiency and
optimization goals, but also facilitate the decision support.
Besides its on-the-fly processing, this data have to be stored
properly in order to reduce the required post processing effort.
This, however leads to a big challenge in several use-cases,
since it is not uncommon that sensors provide data under a few
milliseconds interval that has to be transmitted, stored, analyzed
and displayed appropriately.
In order to tackle such challenges, there is a need for complex
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physical and software infrastructures, that are capable of
receiving and storing great deal of online data, and providing
the opportunity to access and process data, besides generating
reports and results, as well. There are many relational or nonrelational database based solutions that offer efficient data
handling and data storage [3]. However the SensorHUB has
been developed – by BME AUT – specifically for treating
different kind of sensor data while providing the afore
mentioned services [4]. Clearly, there are other, commercially
available solutions. Among others, these include AWS IoT by
Amazon [5], Azure IoT Suite by Microsoft [6], Google Cloud
IoT Core [7], ThingSpeak by MathWorks [8], ThingWorx by
PTC [9], Watson Internet of Things by IBM [10], and the
Arrowhead Framework [11]. The main reason we have chosen
SensorHUB is its appealing flexibility, beside the close regional
support.
The current paper covers industrial examples from two
different Hungarian wood factories referred to as Company 1
and Company 2. Furthermore, the different Industrial IoT
solutions of these companies are introduced. These are already
used in their live production systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce
relevant and modern IIoT and Industry4.0 solutions and
technologies that address the small and medium sized
enterprises. These can be used for taking steps towards the main
goals of Industrial IoT and Industry 4.0: create, retrieve and use
important digital data connected to production and the
utilization of machines). These are the basic steps to create an
IoT based, digital industrial environment. Furthermore, an
overview is given about the most important questions and
problems related to Industrial IoT. Moreover, the main tasks,
components and expectations of the Industrial Internet are
introduced through a wood industrial company.
Other IIoT and Industry 4.0 related questions are discussed
in Section III, through an industrial example at another
company. We demonstrate a hardware and software
environment, and the manufacturing process at a wood
industrial company. The aim is to reduce the cost of energy used
in the industrial processes. We have implemented an integrated
system, through which one can collect, store, analyze data, and
create executive summaries. The mFi mPorts and mFi Current
Sensors of UBIQUITI [12] were used in a furniture factory to
handle and process the collected current measurement data of
six different machines in this factory.
In Section IV, we describe the infrastructure and
technologies used for the implemented data collector system
that begins with the Current sensors and ends with the
SensorHUB structure and a mobile application. The focus of the
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expanded structure is to determine the electricity consumption
and utilization ratio of the examined machines. These results
allow us to improve utilization, since the increase in electric
energy consumption of a machine may indicate a mistake or a
potential problem in the future.
II. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF SOME MODERN TECHNOLOGIES
IN THE INDUSTRY 4.0 CONCEPT
In this section, we demonstrate several approaches and
techniques, which are related to the Industry 4.0 subject.
A. The main objects of Industrial IoT and Industry 4.0
concept
Industry 4.0 means integration between individual systems in
the industrial manufacturing environment and the company’s
other IT systems in order to manage entire value chains along
with product lifecycles. An Industry 4.0 system uses modern
information technologies to achieve cooperation between the
integrated data-collection, data-processing and information
visualization sub-systems. Industry 4.0 is about making things
smartly, over the whole value chain – from planning through
creation to the actual logistics of the manufactured product. The
definitive reference model of this concept is RAMI4.0 [13].
On the other hand, Industrial IoT is about making things work
smartly [2]. It is a cross-domain initiative, influencing various
sectors, including energy, healthcare, transportation, the public
sector, as well as manufacturing. It is more about industrial
applications of the IoT and CPS (Cyber-Physical Systems)
concepts; and does not include those value chain- and lifecyclemodels that are core elements of the Industry 4.0 concept.
When IoT systems have purposeful, direct effect on the
physical world – especially through modeling the world
through their digital twin – and use the control information in a
feedback-loop, the system is often referred to as CPS. Such
systems and their physical environments are closely connected
to each other.
In a manufacturing environment, the Cyber-Physical
System’s tasks are among the followings [14]: to find the
bottleneck of the production, to determine the causes of the
manufacturing faults, to change the configuration of the
machines, to discover the utilization of the resources, to give
information to the participants of the production, and to make a
forecast of failures and optimize the working hours of the
operators.
IIoT CPS systems are much more effective compared to
traditional systems due to the following reasons: distributed
operation, integrated software and hardware solution, which
collects data and gives information in a feedback loop. By using
this information, the operation of the system needs less
intervention.
The tangible results delivered by the system are the
following: increased productivity, better quality, quick
readjustment of the parameters of the manufacturing machines,
individual, special production, better resource utilization,
transparency, maintainability, and less production outage.
The components of the system and their characteristics are
the following. (1) Sensors and actuators: there are lots of
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devices and manufacturers (suppliers) and these actuators make
local calculations; (2) Communication network: it contains
many solutions, for example TCP/IP Ethernet, Wi-Fi, or
another wireless sensor-network; (3) Information processing
infrastructure: the cloud systems (mainly private solutions) are
really important and popular. The earlier “dedicated server”
conception is not scalable to this information infrastructure
level; (4) Security sensitive environment: there are some
important expectations, for example real time and fault-tolerant
working.
B. PTP, IEEE 1588 Standard [15]
The clocks of the computers are not accurate, and they skew
even when comparing to each other. The clocks can be
synchronized via the network, but it is a major challenge to set
always the same and exact time on all of the clocks. The
monitoring of the relatively slow processes requires accurate
clock synchronization [16]. In case of energy systems, the
convention is within the 1 µs error range. The special GPSbased systems stay very closely to the realization of clock
synchronization with such accuracy. Unfortunately, they have
some disadvantages. The solution cannot be applied in every
device because of their technology and price or cost.
The typical industrial example – as one of our partner
companies use as well – is periodic clock synchronization
within a long time-range. This means that the machines and the
computers connect to the common network, and their clocks
synchronize every day.
C.

Real-time Ethernet
The Audio-Video Bridging standard (part of the IEEE 802.1
standard) was created in 2011. It guarantees the stable and high
bandwidth, low-delay and time-synchronized voice and image
transmission through the Ethernet layer. This protocol focuses
on the clock synchronization and on the image and voice
recording and replaying [17]. Otherwise, every client machine
would record the contents based on their own clock.
At Company 1, this workflow can be adapted into the
production process, as a part of the quality assurance. Now, they
apply such solution, which determines the colors and faults of
timber boards after the shaving process. This application
evaluates the quality parameters before the subsequent
manufacturing processes. We have developed and implemented
this system, and this standard supports a part (real time
monitoring) of our workflow in the video analysis task at the
factory.
D.

System management
The Industrial Internet of Things concept cannot be used
without an up-to-date system management solution. From the
viewpoint of classical IT, the general system management tasks
include the registration of machines, the monitoring of the
usage of resources, capacity planning, diagnostics etc. These
can be extended with the configuration and monitoring
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Fig. 1. The architecture of SensorHUB framework [4]
of the real-time processes. The usage of earlier solutions, such
as CLI (Command Line Interface), or SNMP [18] is still
necessary because of compatibility reasons, but these are not
sufficient, because we want to know everything about the
manufacturing. The new technological solutions’ installations
are imperative (Netconf [19] and Yang [22]). There are several
open source solutions on the market (NeDi [21], Cacti [22],
Nagios [23], etc.), which, on the other hand require wide and
deep competences to use effectively.
At Company 1, the used server solutions’ management
applications control the system management processes (see
Section III.A).
E. Security
Security is a major topic in the field of Internet of Things;
challenges arise at various levels [24]. Sensors have different
kind of security issues than the communication architecture has,
not to mention challenges at the data centers or the feedback
loop. Covering these have to be taken care of, which also
require various competences and continuous upgrade of
procedures and tools.
The qualification conditions regarding authorization and
authentication may also cause problems: the security protocols
are changing and getting better, therefore, the re-qualification
is necessary, because of the mentioned expectation.
IIoT systems do not require the availability of the complete
system over the Internet. Moreover, the main system can be
decomposed into virtual networks, which have different
security-level.
At Company 1, the security-critical systems are defended
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with firewalls, protocols and restrictive actions. The last level
machines can be reached from the outside world via the
Internet. The company’s intranets are working side by side in
separate ways. The cloud solutions are not typical compared to
other companies, especially in the area of high security
expectations [25].
F. A special example: the SensorHUB
The SensorHUB [4] is a distributed IoT framework
developed by BME-AUT. It provides a unified architecture
platform for secure storage and processing of various data. The
architecture of the system is shown in Figure 1. The secure data
management associated with flexible expandability creates a
robust implementation that can be used in different areas of
economy (automotive industry, vehicle manufacturing,
healthcare, etc.).
The basis of SensorHUB is a distributed data management
technology, Hadoop [26]. Contrary to the fact that traditional
relational databases often result in slow processing for large
data sets, distributed file system databases provide a significant
improvement in processing time.
Hadoop is an open source framework that helps to store and
process large amount of data in a distributed environment. The
distributed environment means that in a client-server
communication process the client requests need at least two
servers to process them. The system provides scalable, faulttolerant storage. The HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System)
detects and compensates the different hardware anomalies and
files are decomposed into blocks, and each block is written to
more than one server. Hadoop uses the MapReduce
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programming model for accessing its distributed file system.
The SensorHUB contains several domain-specific
applications. These applications are ready to be used, they are
just waiting the necessary data from the SensorHUB. At the
same time, the system provides an opportunity to the
development of the user’s application.

4) Data collection, representation, supervision: Vision
During real-time monitoring, the system makes incremental
data backups every 10 minutes.

III. THE CREATION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE
PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

In this section, we describe how we applied IIoT and Industry
4.0 techniques at Company 1, which is a wood production
company based in Hungary.
The 4th industrial revolution motivated the preparation of the
prototype system. Machines, production devices and
workpieces integrate in a huge information network, which will
be the network of the other networks. Every machine and
workpiece knows their own role in the system, and their needs
in the given processes.
Our prototype system is an extensive data collecting, data
processing, display and controlling system, which is integrated
with Internet technologies into the customer company’s
industrial environment. This system is closely related to the
physical embedded environment, furthermore, it provides
information and also optimizes the processes.
A. The system’s environment
In order to create an effective model system, we had to know
the possibilities of the company, and also the potential of the
hardware and software components. Furthermore, we had to
cooperate with the elements during the data collecting, data
transmission, analysis and displaying.
1) Storage: MySQL and Microsoft SQL (MSSQL) Server
Features of data storage are: (1) various equipment’s function
on various internal intranet networks, (2) the data are stored on
different physical servers, (3) the corporate governance system
and the supervisory system automatically cooperate with
different types of database management systems. The MSSQL
server, which serves ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), is
situated in the international IT center (headquarter). The whole
process is shown by Figure 2.
2) Data collection and storage: Movex ERP and Movex
Operator
The services of the standard system are not always enough,
if an exotic problem or task has to be solved. The company,
which develops the Movex ERP, made a sub-system, which
supports the production of Company 1. The Movex operator
watches the performance of the production machines and
archives the related data to the central database (MSSQL) with
the help of data collecting sensors.
3) Analyzing and representation: QlikView
QlikView is a business intelligence application used to
generate professional queries. The resulting business reports of
the queries aid the decision making process.
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Fig. 2. The data stream from the sources to the analyzing and
reporting tool
B.

Architecture and processes: a summary
Our main task was the interconnection of data sources
(energy consumption and production data). The interconnection
is based on the identity of production machines. It is important
to compare historical data (e.g., data of the past shifts, hours or
weeks), and based on the result of comparison, better decisions
can be made. Furthermore, it is also important that we can try
to predict and prevent future downtimes, problems and higher
energy consumption. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2. In
this figure, one can see, that we are collecting the data from
different sources (manufacturing machines, environmental
sensors etc.). The data is going to the company’s ERP system
(middle-left side of the Figure 2.) and to the database
management system. Then, the initialized procedure is
measuring the data from both sides.
The connection between the data is based on the common
parameters: machine ID and the rounded time (see Figure 3.).
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Then, based on the data analysis, a lot of questions can be
answered about the manufacturing process. After the analysis,
result reports are created (dashboards, tables, diagrams); this
process is operating in real time. For example, we can show to
the managers how much was the energy waste of a machine in
the last shift. Such indication of wasting energy could mean that
the machine is working without manufacturing. Thus, we can
make optimizations in the operation of the factory.

Fig. 4. The developed data collector structure for the given
IIoT environment

Fig. 3. The connection between the production and the energy
usage data (with several sample rows)
IV. SENSOR NETWORK AND THE RELATED
INFOCOMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE

In this section, we show a detailed example about the data
collection infrastructure and system which was placed at a
furniture company referred as Company 2. The aim of this
system was to introduce a basic Industrial IoT structure and
reduce energy costs using the collected data.
There are six different analog machines in this factory. They
are not suitable to generate digital data about the production or
the condition of the machines. We need sensors which can be
adapted into these machines to be able to provide important data
and information about the operation of the machines.
Our aim was to establish a cheap, but trustworthy structure
as shown in Figure 4., in order to measure the electricity
consumption of the machines and to store this data for a later
processing.
The UBIQUITI Networks Company produces the mFi
Current sensors, which were attached to these machines, the
sensors are directly connected to the mFi mPort with cable [12].
MFi mPort is an interface and monitoring function that connects
to the mFi sensors. It uses special, proprietary software, the so
called Controller Software to handle the sensors. These sensors
can measure the current intensity in Amper and can send them
to mPorts. The mPorts identify the sensors based on the ports,
where the sensor is connected, because the sensors do not have
their own MAC address. All sensors can have an ID, which is
defined by the user. An mPort can treat only two Current
Sensors, so three mPorts were utilized, because at Company 2,
six mFi Current sensors were used in six different machines.
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The sensors and mPorts are placed next to the machines in
the factory, but the application server is in Sopron at our
University. The mPorts and the server communicate with each
other through a wireless network. The mPorts have special,
proprietary software (the so called Controller Software) to
collect and visualize the data.
The Controller Software has limited possibilities to store the
collected data; it has only an 8 Mbyte memory card, and the
data cannot be directly retrieved. Still, on the Management area,
we can give rules and triggers to define what the software has
to do in case of an occurrence of a given event. The Controller
Software’s POST-URL method was used to transmit the
collected data, when the sensor measures an Amper value above
-1. This rule makes it possible to convey all measured Amper
data to a given URL address. The POST-URL function has the
following rules:
The Controller Software automatically sends the name
of the actual rule, the sensor ID, the measured data.
The Controller Software creates automatically the
HTTP header, and cannot treat cookies. This is due to
the fact that the direct data sending to SensorHUB is
not possible.
The measured data cannot be directly converted to
another unit, so we can only send in Amper.
Since the Controller software is not capable to directly
connect to the SensorHUB, it was necessary to develop a data
writer script between the Controller Software and SensorHUB.
This is a PHP script, which receives the above mentioned data
from the Controller Software using the POST-URL function to
a given HTTP address. Then it transforms the data to JSON
format, because the SensorHUB has a NoSQL based database.
Finally, the script sends the adequately prepared JSON data
to the SensorHUB Upload Service based on the JSON Web
Token (JWT) as it is illustrated in Figure 5 [27].
To realize the data upload using the given appID and secret
key (given by SensorHUB), we need a token from SensorHUB
“auth service” function, which can be used during a 24-hour
time interval to send data to the SensorHUB.
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V. CONCLUSION

Fig, 5. The JSON Web Token to send the collected data to the
SensorHUB
The collected data is visualized on an Android mobile
application. Earlier, personal computers were the primary tools
to display data and results, but this situation has changed [28].
Due to the rapid development and spread of the smart phones
and the costs of the decreasing data traffic, the smart phones
overtook the desktop computers and notebooks among the
average users whose primary purpose is to obtain the
information.
To get the right data from SensorHUB infrastructure, it is
important to give the time interval that can be selected using
date-, and timepickers. Presently, the current data of 6 machines
are available directly from the SensorHUB. A sample of the
result is illustrated in Figure 6.

With the help of Industrial IoT applications, we can rethink
the known production methods and help to achieve the main
goal of the market: having bigger income with lower cost i.e.
maximize the profit.
In this paper, we presented two different examples for
Industrial IoT applications-related systems from the wood
industry.
The first example shows us a prototype system for managing
the data (collecting, storing, analyzing and representing
processes) at a wood industrial company. We can continuously
analyze the data with help of the prototype system. Information
can be retrieved about past events, as well as about estimations
on possible future events, which are provided by using
forecasting procedures. Furthermore, we can focus on real-time
events by defining different alarm limits, in order to prevent
unexpected outages in production, or excessive energy use in
the plants.
The second example introduces a simple and cheap
infrastructure based on sensors and SensorHUB system, which
is capable of collecting, sending, storing and processing the
sensor data. The developed mobile application makes it
possible to filter and visualize the collected data, and it can
serve as a basis of a decision support system.
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Topics include but not limited to:
Artificial Intelligence in Engineering: Reasoning, Learning, Decision
Making, Knowledge Based Systems, Expert Systems
CAD/CAM/CAE Systems: Product Modeling, Shape Modeling,
Manufacturing Process Planning
Communications Software and Systems in Engineering: Design
Methodologies and Tools, Object-oriented, UML, Software Engineering
Computational Intelligence in Engineering: Machine Learning, Genetic
Algorithms, Neural Nets, Fuzzy Systems, Fuzzy and Neuro-fuzzy Control
Intelligent Manufacturing Systems: Production Planning and Scheduling,
Rapid Prototyping, Flexible Manufacturing Systems, Collaborative
Engineering, Concurrent Engineering
Intelligent Mechatronics and Robotics Systems: Control, Perception and
Recognition, Sensing and Sensor Data Fusion, Intelligent Sensors, Intelligent
Motion Control, Service Robots
Intelligent Signal Processing
Intelligent Transportation Systems: Navigation Systems, On-board Systems,
Real-time Traffic Control
Man-Machine Systems: Human Computer Interaction, Multimedia
Communications, Advanced Computer Graphics, Virtual Reality
Ontologies
and
Semantic
Engineering:
Ontology,
Thesaurus,
Disambiguation, Semantic Inference, Natural Language Interaction
Systems Engineering: Systems Analysis, Systems Methodology, SelfOrganizing Systems, Systems Integration, Large Scale Systems, Systems
Simulation, Diagnosis and Performance Monitoring
Web Engineering: Intelligent Information Retrieval and Recommendation,
Textual and Visual Interaction and Interfaces, User Behavior Analysis and
Modeling, Data Modeling, Information Visualization, Knowledge Acquisition
Submission of Papers
The working language of the conference is English. Prospective authors are
invited to submit full papers.
Paper Acceptance
Each accepted paper has to be presented by one of the authors at the conference
and must be accompanied with a registration fee.

http://www.ines-conf.org
Full paper submission: March 21, 2018
Notification deadline: April 20, 2018
Final paper submission: May 23, 2018
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The 2018 IEEE Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM)
will feature a comprehensive technical program including numerous
symposia, tutorials, workshops and an industrial program featuring
prominent keynote speakers, technology and industry forums and
vendor exhibits.
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Who we are
Founded in 1949, the Scientific Association for Infocommunications (formerly known as Scientific Society
for Telecommunications) is a voluntary and autonomous professional society of engineers and economists, researchers and businessmen, managers and
educational, regulatory and other professionals working in the fields of telecommunications, broadcasting, electronics, information and media technologies
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Besides its 1000 individual members, the Scientific
Association for Infocommunications (in Hungarian:
HÍRKÖZLÉSI ÉS INFORMATIKAI TUDOMÁNYOS EGYESÜLET, HTE)
has more than 60 corporate members as well. Among
them there are large companies and small-and-medium enterprises with industrial, trade, service-providing,
research and development activities, as well as educational institutions and research centers.
HTE is a Sister Society of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE) and the IEEE Communications Society.

What we do
HTE has a broad range of activities that aim to promote the convergence of information and communication technologies and the deployment of synergic
applications and services, to broaden the knowledge
and skills of our members, to facilitate the exchange
of ideas and experiences, as well as to integrate and

harmonize the professional opinions and standpoints
derived from various group interests and market dynamics.
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and social questions related to our field of competence, and forward the synthesized opinion of our
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t FTUBCMJTIBOENBJOUBJOSFMBUJPOTXJUIPUIFSEPNFTtic and foreign fellow associations, IEEE sister societies;
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and achievements in the fields of infocommunication.
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